Introduction {#sec1}
============

Head and neck (HN) cancer is one of the most common types of cancer and results in \>300 000 deaths per year worldwide ([1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). HN malignancies are heterogeneous, and tumor locations affect a variety of sites, including skin, skull base, salivary glands, paranasal sinuses, cervical aerodigestive tract, and thyroid gland ([@B2], [@B3]). Accurate diagnosis, staging, assessment of treatment response, and follow-up are crucial for patient management and are frequently accomplished by using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) ([@B4]--[@B7]).

Standard MRI provides high-resolution anatomical images, whereas quantitative MRI techniques such as diffusion-weighted (DW)-MRI measure the Brownian motion of water molecules in tumor tissue, which is highly reflective of cellular organization and membrane integrity ([@B8]). The apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) derived from DW-MRI is a surrogate biomarker of tissue cellularity ([@B9]). DW-MRI has shown promise in characterizing HN lesions as either benign or malignant ([@B10]--[@B14]). ADC is a useful prognostic and predictive biomarker in HN cancers ([@B4], [@B15]--[@B23]) and can help determine whether a posttreatment mass represents a scar tissue or a residual/recurrent tumor ([@B24]--[@B27]). A recent review summarized the DW-MRI techniques, applications, and its limitations in HN cancer ([@B28]).

Single-shot diffusion-weighted echo planar imaging (SS-DWEPI) is a commonly used DW-MRI acquisition method in the clinical setting because of its ability to acquire data with a relatively short scan time but is limited by lower resolution owing to off-resonance effects ([@B29]--[@B31]). Echo planar imaging (EPI) inherently suffers from spatial distortion because of residual magnetic field inhomogeneity caused by tissue susceptibility and spatial B~0~ inhomogeneity of the magnet in a large field of view (FOV) and can limit clinical imaging evaluation ([@B28], [@B32], [@B33]). The magnetic field inhomogeneities cause pixels to shift spatially, and the effect is much more prominent in phase direction than in readout and slice-encoding direction ([@B32]). The shift in pixel location in the phase direction, δy, can be characterized as follows: $$\text{δ}\text{y}\left( {\text{x},\text{y},\text{z}} \right) = \left( t_{esp} \right)\text{δ}B\left( x,y,z \right)/\tau G$$where *t*~esp~ is the echo spacing (the length of time between the start of each readout line), τ is the time for each phase-encoding period, δ*B*(*x*, *y*, *z*) is the B~0~ inhomogeneity at location (*x*, *y*, *z*), and *G* is the average phase-encoding gradient amplitude ([@B34]).

Incremental changes have been made in DW-MRI acquisition, such as interleaved multishot EPI techniques, which uses short echo train length per shot and short echo time (TE), thereby reducing the distortion ([@B35]--[@B40]). The multiplexed sensitivity-encoding (MUSE) method ([@B41]) uses the conventional sensitivity encoding (SENSE) technique ([@B42]) to measure the motion-induced phase variations among multiple shots and then performs joint unaliasing from all the shots. Separate navigator echoes are not required, avoiding the pitfall of motion inconsistency between the navigator echoes and SS-EPI acquisition. MUSE-DWEPI has shown its ability to reduce geometric distortion (GD) in comparison with SS-DWEPI in both the American College of Radiology (ACR) phantom and the healthy human brain ([@B41], [@B43]).

In addition to MUSE-DWEPI, the reverse-polarity gradient (RPG) method (a postprocessing technique) has been used for further distortion correction ([@B34], [@B44]). The RPG technique acquires an additional b = 0 s/mm^2^ image set with opposite phase-encoding polarities. The image set will have precisely the same but opposite spatial distortion pattern compared with the reference b = 0 s/mm^2^ DW-MRI image. MUSE-DWEPI with RPG has successfully been tested for brain ([@B34]) and prostate in clinical applications ([@B45]). To the best of our knowledge, there is no study conducted on HN region using MUSE-DWEPI with RPG to address spatial distortions. The present study aims to compare the distortion-correction performance and ADC values obtained from SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG methods in phantoms and patients.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Phantoms {#sec2-1}
--------

A phantom study was performed using the ACR phantom and Quantitative Imaging Biomarker Alliance (QIBA) DW-MRI ice-water phantom to assess GD and ADC consistencies, respectively. The ACR MRI phantom diameter is 190 mm and the length is 148 mm, and it is filled with a solution of 10mM NiCl~2~ and 75mM NaCl. The phantom was kept in the scanner room at least 24 hours to achieve thermal equilibrium prior to scan; the standard scanning protocol was conducted as specified by ACR (<https://accreditationsupport.acr.org/support/solutions/articles/11000061035-large-phantom-testing-mri-revised-12-12-19->). Slice \#5 of the image set acquired using the standard protocol specified by ACR is used as a reference image and is compared with the matched slice data obtained by T~2~-weighted (T~2~w) MRI. Geometric dimensions and landmark coordinates of the ACR phantom were measured to assess distortion.

The quantitative diffusion phantom (High Precision Devices, Inc, Boulder, CO) developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology/Radiological Society of North America-QIBA consists of \#1--13 vials filled with varying concentrations of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) in an aqueous solution ([@B46]). The phantom was specifically designed for quantitatively mapping isotropic Gaussian diffusion of water molecules and generating physiologically relevant ADC values. The distribution of PVP concentrations in the phantom is as follows: 0% (vials 1, 2, and 8), 10% (vials 3 and 9), 20% (vials 4 and 10), 30% (vials 5 and 11), 40% (vials 6 and 12), and 50% (vials 7 and 13). In this study, seven vials included the vial at the isocenter, and six inner vials were selected for ADC measurement on the central slice; consistency was compared between methods. The space between the vials within the phantom was filled with an ice-water bath 24 hours before scanning to eliminate thermal variability at the scanner location and time points in ADC measurements by maintaining the inner phantom temperature at 0°C. To study the distortion caused by the air-filled region while using the EPI-based DW-MRI method, a small portion of ice water was removed just before data acquisition on the MRI scanner to create an air-filled space on the anterior portion around vials \#5 and 6 to mimic the conditions typically found in biological tissues in the HN region ([@B28], [@B33]).

Patient Cohort {#sec2-2}
--------------

The institutional review board approved this Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act--compliant prospective study for patients (n = 11) with cancer in the HN region including the parotid gland (n = 6), skull base (n = 3), thyroid gland (n = 1), and nasal cavity (n = 1). Written informed consent was obtained from all eligible patients with a median age of 60 years (range, 36--84 years; men, 6 and women, 5) who enrolled between October 2018 and October 2019. All patients underwent conventional MRI with additional DW-MRI sequences irrespective of the treatment time point (pre-treatment \[n = 1\], intra-treatment \[n = 1\], post-treatment \[n = 9\]).

DW-MRI Data Acquisition {#sec2-3}
-----------------------

This study was performed on a GE Signa 3T, a 70-cm-bore scanner (Discovery MR750w, GE Healthcare, Waukesha). For ACR and QIBA ice-water phantoms, an 8-channel HD brain array coil was used based on ACR and QIBA/RSNA recommendations ([@B46]). HN phase array coil (GE Healthcare, Waukesha) was used for patient MRI data acquisition. The same acquisition parameters were used for both phantom and patient studies. *T~2~w fast spin echo anatomical imaging:* FOV: 18--22 × 18--22 cm; matrix, 320 × 224; repetition time (TR)/TE, 2500--4861/102 milliseconds; band width (BW), 83 kHz; slice thickness, 3 mm; number of slices, 37--50; number of excitation (NEX), 2; echo train length, 19--21; and total scan time: 1:14--3:10 (minute:second).*SS-DWEPI:* FOV, 26 × 26 cm; matrix, 128 × 128; TR/TE, 6000/73 milliseconds; single spin echo; number of shot, 1; array coil spatial sensitivity encoding (ASSET) acceleration, 2; BW, 250 kHz; slice thickness, 5 mm; number of slices, 14--24; b-value, 0 s/mm^2^ (2 NEX) and 1000 s/mm^2^ (12 NEX); diffusion encoding, all 3 directions; and scan time, 1:42 (minute:second).*MUSE-DWEPI:* FOV, 26 × 26 cm; matrix, 128 × 130; TR/TE, 6000/74 milliseconds; single spin echo; number of shot, 2; ASSET acceleration, 1.5; BW, 250 kHz; slice thickness, 5 mm; number of slices, 14--26; b-value, 0 s/mm^2^ (2 NEX) and 1000 s/mm^2^ (12 NEX); diffusion encoding, all 3 directions; and scan time, 3:24 (minute:second). The RPG option on the control variable panel was turned on such that images with and without RPG were generated.

DW-MRI Data Analysis {#sec2-4}
--------------------

### Statistical Analysis for Phantom Data. {#sec2-4-1}

The GD calculation was performed on the ACR phantom b = 0 s/mm^2^ and b = 1000 s/mm^2^ images obtained from SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG by comparing these with the reference T~2~w image separately. On the GD section of the ACR phantom, four differently spaced (0°, 60°, 90°, and 120° represented by red, yellow, green, and blue, respectively) radial lines were used to measure the length between two points selected on the grid as shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The length of each line was measured, and the percentage of GD (% GD) was calculated using [equation (2)](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. $$\text{\%}GD = \frac{D_{R} - D_{A}}{D_{R}} \times 100$$where *D~R~* is the actual dimension on the reference image (T~2~w image), and *D~A~* is the measured dimension on the DW-MRI image.

![Geometric distortion (GD) measurement on the three diffusion-weighted-magnetic resonance imaging (DW-MRI methods, namely, single-shot diffusion-weighted echo planar imaging (SS-DWEPI), multiplexed sensitivity encoding (MUSE)-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with reverse-polarity gradient (RPG) compared with spin echo (SE)-based T~2~-weighted (T~2~w) image on a GD section of American College of Radiology (ACR) phantom. Four colored (red, yellow, green, and blue) lines drawn at an angle (0°, 60°, 90°, and 120°) to measure the distance (mm) between the two points selected on the edge of the grid to check the percentage of GD. Three Control Points (CPs \[represented in yellow, red, and green\]) are marked on the center horizontal line of the grid to measure the CP displacement.](GP-TOMJ200026F001){#F1}

Similarly, three control points (CP) (red, isocenter section; yellow and green, off-isocenter section on edges of the center horizontal grid line) on the same GD section were used to analyze the vector shift, as shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The relative displacements were calculated between the DW-MRI sequences and the T~2~w reference image. The overall distortion levels were quantitatively measured using the mean value with standard deviation (SD), and the root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) of the relative displacements were calculated using [equation (3)](#FD3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. $$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{\text{Δ}D_{i}^{2}}}{n}}$$where *i* is the index of control points, *n* is the total number of control points, and Δ*D~i~* is the relative displacement of an *i^th^* control point.

ADC maps for the QIBA ice-water phantom were generated using the vendor-provided software. A circular region of interest (ROI) was selected manually on the ADC map from these three methods (SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG) for each vial from \#1--7. The number of pixels in the ROI was 203.

### Qualitative and Quantitative Assessment for Patient Cohort. {#sec2-4-2}

The GD was evaluated in the HN region for the 11 patient data sets. The T~1~w postcontrast and T~2~w images were used as reference images to compare the b = 0 s/mm^2^ and b = 1000 s/mm^2^ images along with the corresponding ADC maps (generated using the vendor software on the scanner) of these three different DW-MRI methods (SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG); the values were measured on the central slices of both the tumor and masseter muscle. An experienced neuroradiologist evaluated all the images and placed ROIs on tumor tissue and healthy tissue (masseter muscle) for reference. ADC values with SDs were measured for the healthy masseter muscle reference region for all patients, except one patient who had no healthy masseter muscle on either the right or left side as per the neuroradiologist\'s assessment. ADC values for the tumor tissue ROIs were analyzed separately for each patient for these three DW-MRI methods. In total, six patients were selected for the tumor analysis because the remaining patients had no measurable posttreatment tumors. The same neuroradiologist rated the image quality based on three criterion; anatomic detail, lack of susceptibility-induced artifacts, and perceived clinical utility. The 5-point scale used in the present study was as follows: 1, nondiagnostic; 2, poor; 3, satisfactory; 4, good; and 5, excellent. All assessments were performed irrespective of the treatment time point and location of the tumor in the HN region.

Statistical Analysis for the Patient Data {#sec2-5}
-----------------------------------------

The correlation coefficients (CCs) between the T~2~w and DW-MRI image (b = 1000 s/mm^2^) signal intensities were calculated to measure geometric accuracy (structural similarity) in each method. A binary mask (with ones and zeros) was manually generated by selecting the entire anatomical region and multiplied with the images to avoid the background information in the CC calculation. These binary masks had ones in the selected anatomical region and zeros in the background. The CCs were calculated using the standard inbuilt function in MATLAB^®^ (The MathWorks Inc., Boston, MA). The ADCs and CCs calculated for the ROIs were averaged to report the mean and SD. A nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank (WSR) test was performed to assess the difference between each pair of the methods (SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG). Kruskal--Wallis test was used to compare ADC values and CCs obtained with the three methods. Bonferroni correction was applied to address the multiple comparisons between the radiological evaluation criterion (anatomical details, lack of artifact, and perceived clinical utility) and the three different DW-MRI methods. This analysis leads to 12 independent tests, and the resultant *P*-values were corrected using the Bonferroni correction. A *P*-value \< .05 was considered statistically significant, and an adjusted *P*-value \< .0042 (0.05/12) was regarded as statistically significant after Bonferroni correction. All statistical analyses were performed on GraphPad Prism® version 7 (San Diego, CA).

Results {#sec3}
=======

[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows radial lines and control points plotted on top of the DW-MRI images (b = 0 and b = 1000 s/mm^2^) and reference T~2~w image of ACR phantom. A GD appeared reduced in MUSE-DWEPI with RPG compared with that in MUSE-DWEPI and SS-DWEPI. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the percentage of GD measurements for these three DW-MRI methods. A GD of 0.17% was observed for the b = 0 s/mm^2^ image of MUSE-DWEPI with the RPG method along the phase-encoding directions compared with 1.53% and 2.01% of MUSE-DWEPI and SS-DWEPI, respectively. GD is reduced in MUSE-DWEPI with RPG as measured by the CP displacement values. The RMSE and mean relative displacement of CP were 5.07 mm and 5.00 (±1.00) mm, respectively, for the SS-DWEPI; 3.37 mm and 3.33 (±0.58) mm, respectively, for MUSE-DWEPI; and 0.58 mm and 0.33 (±0.58) mm, respectively, for MUSE-DWEPI with RPG. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} depicts the distortion in the DW images and the ADC map. Distortion is related to the amount of air surrounding the vials, and it is visible in the uppermost portion of the DW images of these three methods. GD appeared reduced in MUSE-DWEPI with RPG compared with MUSE-DWEPI and SS-DWEPI. In vials \#5 and \#6 of the QIBA ice-water phantom, the ADC × (10^−3^ mm^2^/s) values were calculated using SS-DWEPI (0.311 \[±0.040\] and 0.166 \[±0.102\], respectively), MUSE-DWEPI (0.554 \[±0.071\] and 0.337 \[±0.043\], respectively), and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG (0.567 \[±0.065\] and 0.346 \[±0.046\], respectively). The ADC values measured using SS-DWEPI showed substantial variation compared with MUSE-DWEPI or MUSE-DWEPI with RPG. The percentage of the difference calculated for the ADC values measured for vials \#5 and \#6 were 56% and 68%, respectively, between SS-DWEPI and MUSE-DWEPI, 58% and 70%, respectively, between SS-DWEPI and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG compared with 23% and 26%, respectively, between MUSE-DWEPI and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG.

![Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values in the selected seven vials (labeled on T~2~w image) of the Quantitative Imaging Biomarker Alliance (QIBA) DW-MRI ice-water phantom. GD in both b = 0 s/mm^2^ and b = 1000 s/mm^2^ images of all the three DW-MRI methods (SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG) and the effect of same in the ADC maps (A). Standard deviation (SD) of the mean ADC value in the selected seven vials from these three DW-MRI methods (B).](GP-TOMJ200026F002){#F2}

###### 

Summary of Geometric Distortion Analysis Performed on American College of Radiology Phantom

                SS-EPI            MUSE       MUSE + RPG                                             
  ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------
  GD (in %)     2.01              2.08          1.53          1.20          0.17          0.45      
  CPD (in mm)   RMSE              5.07          5.07          3.37          3.00          0.58       0.58
  Mean (±SD)    5.00 (1.00)    5.00 (1.00)   3.33 (0.58)   3.00 (0.00)   0.33 (0.58)   0.33 (0.58)  

[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the subsequent improvement in the spatial accuracy of MUSE-DWEPI with RPG in the metastatic bilateral neck lymph nodes. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} depicts the metastatic lymph node in the left thyroid bed (post-thyroidectomy) using these three DW-MRI methods and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG. [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean ADC values measured for healthy masseter muscle with no significant difference between the three DW-MRI methods, that is, ADC × (10^−3^ mm^2^/s) = 1.620 (±0.229), 1.584(±0.184), and 1.604(±0.189) for the SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG, respectively. A higher ±SD was observed for the SS-DWEPI method. Results of the WSR and KW tests performed on the ADC values measured at the masseter muscle and tumor region are summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the SD of the mean ADC values measured for the tumors located in the HN region. There was measurable disease in 6 patients (pretreatment \[n = 1\], intratreatment \[n = 1\], and posttreatment \[n = 4\]), while there was no residual disease in 5 patients post treatment. As expected, the range of tumor ADC values (ADC × \[10^−3^ mm^2^/s\] from 0.625 to 2.357) varied for the 6 patients with disease because of the different treatment time points and locations of the tumor in the HN. However, no significant difference in ADC values for tumors between the DW-MRI methods (*P*-value \> .05) was noted, and the results are summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows that MUSE-DWEPI with RPG has the highest correlation (R^2^ = 0.791) compared with the SS-DWEPI (R^2^ = 0.707) and MUSE-DWEPI (R^2^ = 0.745). The WSR and KW tests performed on CC values showed a statistically significant difference (*P*-value = .001 for all the three combinations of the WSR test and *P*-value = .022 for the KW test). [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows a higher rating for MUSE-DWEPI with RPG in radiological evaluation criteria (anatomical details, lack of artifacts, and perceived clinical utility) as compared with MUSE-DWEPI and SS-DWEPI. Results of the WSR and KW tests performed on the reader study (based on radiological evaluation criterion) are summarized in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. For the original *P*-values (\<.05), the WSR test between pair of the methods (SS-DWEPI and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG) was statistically significant for all the 3 criteria used in the reader study. However, after Bonferroni correction (*P*-value \< .0042), the anatomical details and clinical utility showed borderline significance. For the original *P*-values, all three KW tests showed statistically significant differences between the three methods. For the corrected *P*-values, the anatomical details and clinical utility showed statistical significance between the three methods.

![Demonstration of reduction in GD with MUSE-DWEPI and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG in a 76-year-old male patient. T~2~w and T~1~w contrast-enhanced images are used as reference images for anatomical comparison with the three DW-MRI methods (SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG). Improved spatial accuracy was observed in the metastatic supraclavicular lymph node (yellow arrow) on either side using MUSE-DWEPI with RPG. The fusion between the T~2~w reference image and b = 0 s/mm^2^ image of all the three methods are in the 4^th^ row. Marked distortion was observed in SS-DWEPI, and improved geometric accuracy and lesion definition were observed in MUSE-DWEPI and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG.](GP-TOMJ200026F003){#F3}

![Demonstration of reduction in GD near the air--tissue interface in the head and neck (HN) region (post-thyroidectomy) of a 76-year-old male patient by use of MUSE-DWEPI with RPG. T~2~w and T~1~w contrast-enhanced images were used as reference images for anatomical comparison with the three DW-MRI methods (SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG). Improved spatial accuracy was observed in the metastatic lymph node in the left thyroid bed (yellow arrow) using MUSE-DWEPI with RPG. The fusion between the T~2~w reference image and b = 0 s/mm^2^ image of all the three methods is in the 4^th^ row. Marked geometric accuracy and lesion definition were observed in MUSE-DWEPI with RPG.](GP-TOMJ200026F004){#F4}

![SD of the mean ADC values measured at normal masseter muscle of the ten patients using the three DW-MRI methods (SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG).](GP-TOMJ200026F005){#F5}

![SD of the mean ADC values measured at tumor location for six patients separately using the three DW-MRI methods (SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG).](GP-TOMJ200026F006){#F6}

![Correlation coefficient between T~2~w and the three DW-MRI methods (SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG). An increase in correlation was observed when MUSE-DWEPI was used compared with that when SS-DWEPI was used, and a further increase in correlation was observed when MUSE-DWEPI with RPG was used.](GP-TOMJ200026F007){#F7}

###### 

Summary of Statistical Analysis Performed on Apparent Diffusion Coefficient Values Obtained Using SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG

  ROI               Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test   Kruskal--WallisTest          
  ----------------- --------------------------- --------------------- ------ ------
  Masseter muscle   .193                        .432                  .074   .815
  Tumor             .063                        .999                  .438   .966

All are *P*-values.

###### 

Qualitative Rating by a Neuroradiologist Using SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG Images

  Radiological Evaluation Criterion   SS-DWEPI      MUSE-DWEPI    MUSE-DWEPI With RPG
  ----------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ---------------------
  Anatomic details                    3.00 (0.45)   3.55 (0.52)   3.82 (0.40)
  Lack of artifact                    3.09 (0.30)   3.45 (0.52)   3.73 (0.47)
  Perceived clinical utility          3.00 (0.45)   3.55 (0.52)   3.82 (0.45)

Mean (±SD).

###### 

Summary of Statistical Analysis Performed on Qualitative Rating

  RadiologicalEvaluation Criterion   Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test   Kruskal--Wallis test          
  ---------------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------------- ------ ------
  Anatomic Details                   .031                        .008                   .250   .002
  Lack of Artifact                   .125                        .016                   .250   .012
  Perceived Clinical Utility         .031                        .008                   .250   .002

All are *P*-values.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

This is the first study, to the best of our knowledge, to test and evaluate the three DW-MRI methods (SS-DWEPI, MUSE-DWEPI, and MUSE-DWEPI with RPG) in both phantoms (ACR and QIBA ice-water) and in the HN region for muscles and tumors. An improved spatial resolution with reduced distortion for MUSE-DWEPI with RPG was observed compared with the other two DW-MRI methods in both phantoms and in the HN region. ADC values obtained for the tumor and the masseter muscle using these three DW-MRI methods showed no significant difference, irrespective of the treatment time point and the location of the tumor in the HN region.

A previous study has reported that MUSE-DWEPI has less distortion than SS-DWEPI in an ACR phantom ([@B43]). A maximum value of GD was observed in the SS-DWEPI when compared with MUSE-DWEPI along the phase-encoding direction. ACR phantom results in the present study were consistent with those of this previous study using the SS-DWEPI and MUSE-DWEPI ([@B43]). The combination of MUSE-DWEPI with the RPG method showed a further reduction in distortion in both phantoms and in the HN region.

Recently, MUSE-DWEPI was applied for brain, showing the utility of reduced GD ([@B43]). In this study by Chen et al., the most prominent image distortion was along the phase-encoding direction and a maximum GD value of 7% for SS-DWEPI and 2% for MUSE-DWEPI. Brain region and target analyses were also involved in this study. They reported higher dice similarity coefficient values and lower Hausdorff distance using MUSE-DWEPI than when using SS-DWEPI (*P*-value \< .01) ([@B43]). Similarly, our findings indicate that MUSE-DWEPI is better than SS-DWEPI for distortion reduction in both the ACR phantom and the HN region. HN is a challenging region in the human body to evaluate using DW-MRI owing to air--tissue interfaces, such as structures near the paranasal sinuses, nasal cavity, ear canals, and trachea. A major concern in clinically used SS-DWEPI is the magnetic field inhomogeneity, and the extent of distortion is higher in the regions close to air cavities. HN region is a more complex structure compared with the phantoms, and data were separately analyzed, and the results were not compared with each other.

In the present study, ADC values measured for the normal masseter muscles and HN tumors showed no significant difference between these three DW-MRI methods. Similar results were reported for MUSE-DWEPI and readout segmented DWEPI for brain and bladder cancer applications ([@B43], [@B47]). Even though there was no significant difference in the ADC values measured between the DW-MRI methods, the qualitative image rating performed by the neuroradiologist showed that MUSE with RPG is superior compared with the other two DW-MRI methods.

A limitation in the preliminary DW-MRI technique assessment study is the small patient cohort. Herein, the three DW-MRI methods were used to study distortion in the HN region in patients irrespective of the treatment time point and tumor location. A larger cohort of patients with cancer in the HN region is needed to validate these findings. Another limitation is that MUSE-DWEPI has a 2-fold longer scan time than SS-DWEPI (∼3:24 \[minute:second\] for MUSE; ∼1:42 \[minute:second\] for SS-DWEPI). However, MUSE offers another opportunity to fully adopt RPG to reduce both B~0~- and eddy current--induced distortions with no increase in acquisition time.

In conclusion, our feasibility study shows that MUSE-DWEPI with RPG is the superior option for DW-MRI in the HN region because of its ability to reduce distortion compared with conventional SS-DWEPI technique used commonly in clinical studies. There is no significant difference in the ADC values measured using the three different DW-MRI methods. Reduced distortion in MUSE-DWEPI with RPG provides better delineation of tumors, particularly around the air--tissue interface region, which is typically common in the HN region. This technique has promise in HN for both clinical diagnostic MRI and for treatment planning in radiation oncology.
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